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BACKGROUND &
HISTORY
Bizlink Centre was set up in 1986 by then Ministry of Community
Development and Singapore Council of Social Service. On 21
January 1995, Bizlink Centre was officially registered as an
independent entity and managed by a Board of Directors. On 10
February 1998, Bizlink Centre officially started operations at its
present Chai Chee Lane premises.

AFFLIATION
Bizlink Centre is supported by the Ministry of Social and Family
Development, National Council of Social Service, SG Enable,
Community Chest and Tote Board for our approved programmes.
Bizlink Centre is supported by the Community Silver Trust (CST),
administered by the Agency for Integrated Care, for approved
CST programmes.
Bizlink Centre is a full member of the National Council of Social
Services.
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VISION
To be at the forefront in the provision of employment support to
enhance the quality of life of persons with disabilities and the
disadvantaged and empower them to lead fulfilling lives.

MISSION
To empower persons with disabilities and the disadvantaged in
achieving independence, dignity and inclusion into the society
through training and employment.
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CHARITY
INFORMATION
Non-profit with Institution of Public Character registration
Charity Registration No: 1097
Charity Registration Date: 16 May 1995
Date of Establishment: 21 January 1995
Constitution: Company Limited by Guarantee
UEN No.: 199500566R
IPC Registration No.: IPC000265
Secretary: Ms Lim Soh Sea, Mr Ng Chee Hao
Bankers: United Overseas Bank

ADDRESS &
CONTACT
Main Office
Blk 512 Chai Chee Lane #01-09
Bedok Industrial Estate Singapore 469028
Tel: 6449 5652 Fax: 64495694
Website: www.bizlink.org.sg
Day Activity Centre
Blk 82 Circuit Rd #01-04
Singapore 370082
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Name of Board Director

Key Directorships & Appointments

Attendance at
Board Meeting

Senior Consultant Oral & Maxillofacial Head and
Neck Surgeon, Gleneagles Hospital Medical Centre
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

4 out of 4

Mdm Yap Kiat Choo @
Christine Sim
(from 23 September 2014)

CEO, The Entre Club Pte Ltd
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

4 out of 4

Mr Chua Choy Soon
(from 22 September 2018)

Managing Director, Cedar Investment
Management Pte Ltd
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

4 out of 4

Mr Tan Hee Teik
(from 1 September 2020)

Vice President, INEOS Acetyls Asia
Board Director, Bizlink Centre

4 out of 4

Dr Victor Fan Tai Weng
(from 15 November 2015)

KEY MANAGEMENT
Ms Ang Li May

Chief Executive Officer

Mr Joseph Lee

Head, Social Enterprises & Services, IT

Ms Jacqueline DeCosta

Head, Client Support & Placement Programmes

Ms Rachel Ong

Head, Creative, e Commerce & Marketing

Mr Lam Kheng Chong

Head, Community Engagement & Corporate Communications

Mr Tim Yeo

Head, Finance, HR & Admin
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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE
This year, Bizlink Centre celebrated our 35 years of service to the
community.

The

celebration

showcased

the

abilities

of

our

beneficiaries, ranging from the skillsets they acquired at our social
enterprises, to craft, art pieces, music and dance. It spotlighted Bizlink
Centre’s Mission – to empower persons with disabilities and the
disadvantaged in achieving independence, dignity, and inclusion into
the society through training and employment.
In continuing to strengthen the provision of employment support
towards our Vision, we have identified new opportunities for our two
main groups of beneficiaries: Persons with Disabilities and Persons in
recovery

from

mental

health

conditions.

These

included

new

programmes to equip our beneficiaries with market relevant skills.
New placement programmes for our beneficiaries in the digital
economy included contact centre operation, and F&B in managing
online

food

ordering

systems.

We

also

curated

new

training

opportunity in Data Annotation, guiding our beneficiaries in labelling
data in various formats such as images or text to support machine
learning. In addition, second skilling programmes including craft,
music, graphic design allowed our beneficiaries to gain skills that they
could pursue beyond the current opportunities presented by Bizlink
Centre’s social enterprises.
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We

also

deepened

the

partnership

with

our

volunteers

and

community. We have received the Silver Ribbon Mental Health Awards
for Employers for a second consecutive year (supported employment
for persons recovering from mental health conditions). We have put in
place a volunteer management framework to better support us in
deepening our engagement with volunteers. We have also on-boarded
Skills-based volunteers with expertise ranging from IT, business
process improvement, to community programme development.
With the continued support of our community and corporate partners,
donors, and volunteers, we had supported 352 clients in FY2021
through our services, training and supported employment at Bizlink
Centre for persons with disabilities and other disadvantaged groups.
Dr Victor Fan
Chairman
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CEO'S MESSAGE
FY2021 had been a year of adjustments to COVID safe management
measures. I am glad that we had ridden through the eye of the cyclone
safely and has emerged stronger and more ready to support our
beneficiaries.
The past two years had accorded us time to strategise and pivot our
social enterprises to be more future ready and identify new training
opportunities for our beneficiaries so that they would be more ready
for the digital world.
The focus on the relevance of our social enterprises and financial
sustainability is important as our beneficiaries derive their income and
training opportunities through the projects at our social enterprises.
Going forward, we are building more placement programmes in new
areas so as to support our beneficiaries in been trained for market
relevant skillsets and placed in jobs that utilizes their skillsets.
Our digital transformation journey started with implementation of
systems to support our core corporate functions, including the
development and integration of the Volunteer and Donor Management
System, Customer Relationship Management System to support our
social enterprises, and Finance Management System. We will be
reviewing our cybersecurity and client support system in the next
phase of our digital development.
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Over the past two years, we have also built our social media presence.
With the revamp of our website and curated contents for our social
media assets, we are more ready to interface with our supporters and
stakeholders via our social media. This is in part driven by the
limitation in physical interactions due to COVID, but I am heartened
that we are more ready to showcase our achievements via the online
platform to our supporters and the community.
We look forward to stronger partnerships as we continue to reach out
and support more beneficiaries in the community, as well as to bring
more training and placement opportunities to our beneficiaries.
Ms Ang Li May
CEO
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Our Programmes

Designed by Javier Koh, Bizlink Creative

DAY ACTIVITY
CENTRE
The Bizlink Day Activity Centre (DAC) offers
full-time & part-time services to persons with
disabilities aged 18 years and above. Our
team
of
trainers
provides
care
and
engagement for our clients. We work closely
with caregivers and health care professionals
to support our clients' wellbeing, through
activities supporting the development of
cognitive, social, communication, physical
and motor skills.
The clients at our Centre are given the
opportunity
to
participate
in
various
programmes to develop their full potential and
uncover hidden talents. As a result, current
skillsets could be deepened, and new skillsets
could be developed. We work with different
groups of partners and volunteers to develop
engagement activities and programmes. These
include Work Therapy, Performing Arts, Art &
Craft,
Physical
Maintenance
Activities,
Community Outings as well as Mobility
Training.
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We have been collaborating closely with
partners such as Very Special Arts (VSA) and
Singapore
Fashion
Runway
(SFR)
in
developing clients’ gross motor skills and fine
motor skills through body movements and
craft activities. Our clients participated in the
Bizlink Centre’s 35th Anniversary celebration
by putting up two performances with the
new skills they learnt.

Volunteers from tertiary
institutions such as Singapore
Institute of Technology (SIT) have
designed new ways of learning for our
clients. For example, our clients learnt about
customer service in a F&B setting through
augmented reality (AR) scenarios developed by
SIT.
Volunteers from starringSMU have designed a half-year engagement
programme to develop our clients’ creativity and curiosity, for example,
through virtual tours to various countries.
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Our clients gained confidence, personal growth,
and new skills through these activities.
In FY2021, Bizlink Centre served 50 clients at our
Day Activity Centre.

Rena Priya, 26
Rena has been with us at the Bizlink Day
Activity Centre for the past 4 years.
Since joining our Day Activity Centre, she has
shown potential in developing skills in the
arts, craft, dance and performance through
her exposure to these programmes. She has
also developed good social skills, enjoys
helping around and having fun.
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WORK THERAPY
PROGRAMME
The Work Therapy Programme (WTP) provides holistic training and support
for clients, who demonstrate potential in entering sheltered employment
but is not job ready, to gain the following skillsets:
Core Work Skills
Soft Skills, Social Skills and build confidence at work
Community Living Skills

Clients are given the opportunity to gain work exposure with both
simulated and live work projects. This programme also supports the
transition of graduates from special needs education to join the workforce.
Beyond vocational skills, clients can also be trained in daily living skills like
ironing, beverage making and basic cooking. We also partner with
caregivers to provide community mobility training where our trainers
guide our clients to travel independently between their home and
workplace.
Successful graduates of this programme are typically placed in the Bizlink
Centre Social Enterprises. In FY2021, Bizlink Centre trained 17 clients via the
Work Therapy Programme.
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SHELTERED
WORKSHOP
PROGRAMME
Bizlink's Sheltered Workshop Programme provides disadvantaged
individuals with employment opportunities under our six social
enterprises. Clients under this programme undergo customised training
programmes to enhance their vocational skills and develop social and
community living skills. In addition, occupational therapy provides
effective intervention to support clients with their work and daily living.
Moving forward, we strive to provide opportunities for second skilling and
skills upgrading to enhance each client's employability, and endeavour to
transition our clients from sheltered to open employment wherever
possible.

Tan Kok Seong, 50
Kok Seong has been with Bizlink Centre since
2012, and has mild intellectual disability and
epilepsy. Kok Seong graduated from our Day
Activity Centre to sheltered employment in
our Logistics and Fulfilment Social Enterprise.
Kok Seong built on his social and
communication skills with the guidance of
trainers at our Day Activity Centre and
continued to improve on his vocational skillset
in the sheltered employment.
Kok Seong has made good progress in his
social skills and worked well with his peers. He
also actively volunteers to participate in new
activities and acquire new experiences
outside of his comfort zone.
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SHELTERED
WORKSHOP TO WORK
PROGRAMME
Bizlink Centre piloted the Sheltered Workshop to Work programme (SWW)
with SG Enable. The objective of the programme is to train and place
persons with disabilities from the Sheltered Workshop into different
industries. Clients are provided with training at our social enterprises to
enhance their employability and acquire related vocational skills so that
they can be placed in open employment at the end of the training
programme.
In FY2021, 11 clients went through this programme and 9 clients were
placed in various industries and job roles.
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

Designed by Geraldine Qiu, Bizlink Creative

LOGISTICS AND
FULFILMENT

Our Logistics and Fulfilment Division has
extensive experience in fulfilling commercial
projects and meeting our customers’ standards.
Through task analysis, our training officers and
line leaders provide training to our clients with
step-by-step instructions and built quality
checks into the process.
The Division has also invested in an inventory
management system which allows us to upskill
our staff and clients in managing the storage
and tracking of customers’ inventory. Clients
can be trained in inventory and asset tracking,
customer products catalogue management,
printing of barcode label and auto data
capturing.
The
system
allows
us
to
systematically support our customers in goods
receiving, warehousing, and delivery operations.
Bizlink Centre’s Logistic and Fulfilment Division
supported 91 clients in FY2021.
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DATA MANAGEMENT
AND CONTACT CENTRE

Our Data Management and Contact Centre Division has been supporting
companies in their effort to digitise their documents and provide support
for outsourced administration projects including data entry, data
gathering and mail fulfillment. These jobs created training and work
opportunities for our clients in the Centre.
Through the Contact Centre training programme, provided soft skills,
contact centre and administrative training to our clients.
In our recent collaborations, our partner companies outsourced job
functions such as reception and administration, email and phone support
to our Centre.
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As the digital space progresses, our team also expanded our training for
our clients into data labeling and annotation. We have worked with our
partners to enhance the interface and break down the tasks to make them
easier and more fun for our clients to perform. We will be exploring with
new partners to upgrade our clients’ skills in similar digital projects to keep
them in pace with the digital environment.
Bizlink Centre’s Data Management and Contact Centre Division supported
75 clients in FY2021.
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WORK ENCLAVES

Bizlink Centre offers opportunities
for our clients to be engaged in
work enclave. Work enclaves are
work performed at our partner
companies’ premises. We work
with our partner companies to
design and breakdown the tasks to
be performed by our clients. With
the support of Bizlink Centre’s
trainers, our clients can perform
short-term
projects
and
gain
valuable on-site work experiences.
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BIZLINK CREATIVE
Our Creative Division provides one-stop solution to corporate partners who
require an all-in-one package for their sourcing, production, design,
packing and fulfilment needs. We provide our talented clients the
opportunity to equip themselves with various craft skills such as painting,
sewing, and designing of cards and gifts.

Figure 1.1
Volunteers & Partners training Bizlink’s clients in painting and sewing craft
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Figure 1.2
Examples of gift cards designed by Bizlink’s clients

Due to the pandemic, there was an increase in demand for care and
wellness packs, particularly those that featured our Batik products and F&B
cookies.

Figure 1.3
Wellness packs featuring our Batik products and F&B cookies, hand-sewn and packed by clients

Various corporate partners have also engaged our Creative Division in the
production and packing of customised care packs. These care packs
served as a good opportunity for companies to show appreciation towards
their employees, while providing meaningful work opportunities to Bizlink
Centre’s clients.
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Figure 1.4
Bizlink Creative Customised Care Packs for various corporates

Figure 1.5
Corporate Partners such as Singapore National Co-operative Federation (SNCF) working
alongside Bizlink’s clients in packing of care packs

Our Creative Division has diversified our project opportunities by
introducing new service and product lines. One of our latest product lines –
“Upcycled Products” has been launched to promote environmental
sustainability. Bizlink Centre Creative has also partnered with various other
organizations to upcycle bedsheets, towels, and pillowcases donated by
hotels to create various innovative items such as cup holders, shopping
bags, and tissue pouches.
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Figure 1.6
Upcycled cup holders, shopping bags and tissue pouches

Our Creative Division has been humbled to have the opportunity to
partake in the ‘Tampines Together: Tampines Cares 2021’ initiative event,
where some of our gift items were featured at their Fresh Start Market
booths. We have also collaborated with Singapore Pools to showcase our
craftsmen’s creative merchandise at their digital branches located at
Tanjong Pagar and Holland Drive.

Figure 1.7
Merchandise exhibits at ‘Tampines Together: Tampines Cares 2021’ initiative event
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Figure 1.8
Merchandise exhibits at Singapore Pool’s digital branches

Apart from cards & gifts, our Creative Division also trains and employs
clients to arrange floral and hamper gift items like mini poises, table
arrangements and festive hampers. In the coming year, we plan to offer
gift packing service as well as fresh flower boxes and vases arrangement.

Figure 1.9

Figure 1.10

Clients working on mini poises

Clients working on hamper base formation

(floral arrangement)

and arrangement

For FY2021, Bizlink Centre’s Creative Division has trained and employed a
total of 15 clients to fulfil various areas of work, including graphic
designing, craft making, hamper designing and packing, telemarketing,
and administration. Bizlink Centre Creative’s products are sold on our
Bizlink Centre Gift Shop (gift.org.sg) and various e-commerce platforms
such as Shopee and Lazada.
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BIZLINK CLEANING
Our Cleaning Division supports cleaning projects with our trained and
qualified workforce comprising of our clients who receive continual
training.
Our Cleaning Services Division has upgraded our workforce to provide
specialised cleaning services. The cleaning machineries and automation
that had been introduced to the cleaning team serves to upgrade our
workforce as well as enhance the standard of cleaning service delivery.
Bizlink Centre’s Cleaning Services Division supported 56 clients in FY2021.

Dennis Chee
Dennis has intellectual disability and had
started employment with Bizlink cleaning
service since 2013. He has since attended
several trainings on operation of new
machineries. With the new knowledge,
Dennis is now able to be more productive
and is on track to operate the improved
version

of

the

scrubber

machine,

upholstery vacuum and hi-pressure water
jet machines safely and efficiently. The
training he received will enable him to be
part of the machine operating team.
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Wu Han Wen
Han Wen has mild intellectual disability
and anxiety disorder. With training and
encouragement from his trainers, Han Wen
is

now

more

confident

in

operating

machines such as the upholstery vacuum
and the scrubber machine.
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FOOD &
BEVERAGES

Our Food & Beverages Division equips our clients with skills-sets in F&B,
including café operations and culinary skills. It comprises of Bizlink Centre
Café and a central kitchen located within the Institute of Mental Health
(IMH), both of which are Halal & NEA Certified.
Bizlink Food & Beverages is a collaboration between Bizlink Centre Centre
and Institute of Mental Health (IMH) to provide vocational training and
employment for clients, particularly for persons with disabilities and
persons in recovery from mental health conditions.
Our Food & Beverages Division now offers a selection of 15 bento sets
catering to different taste buds, including local and Asian favourites as well
as Western styled cuisines.
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We have also developed our handmade cookies range popular among
retail
and
corporate
partners.
Customers
can
choose
from
seasonal flavours such as pineapple
tarts or all time classic best sellers
like our Chocolate Chip cookies and
cornflake cookies.

With the prevalence of cloud kitchens, Bizlink Centre F&B embarked on
the F&B Digital Train-and-Place programme (DTP). This programme trains
our clients in managing online food ordering platforms and order
fulfilment skills.
Clients who successfully complete the programme will be matched to
potential F&B employers.
Bizlink Centre’s Food & Beverage Division trained 37 clients in food
preparation and customer service in FY2021.
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CLIENT
SOCIAL & WELFARE

Our programmes and services are targeted towards providing our clients
with an inclusive setting to promote their levels of independence and
autonomy, and to promote social participation in a safe, non-judgemental
environment.
The social care, wellness and welfare of our clients is of our top
importance. To ensure sustainability and constancy of our client’s
vocational and socio-emotional well-being, our social worker works with
our clients and their ecosystem through case management. Bizlink Centre
aims to enhance our clients’ and caregivers their overall well-being by
meeting their basic and complex needs.
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We provide support through internal schemes such as the Philanthropic
Workfare Fund (PWF) and assist our clients to tap on government schemes
such as Assistive Technology Fund, and Seniors’ Mobility and Enabling
Fund. The Philanthropic Workfare Fund alleviates the burden on our
clients’ financial circumstances by providing subsidy for their transport,
meal, and medical costs. Additionally, the Assistive Technology Fund and
Seniors’ Mobility and Enabling Fund allows our clients to acquire devices
and technology to improve their overall function and independence. Such
devices aid our clients with their learning, cognition, speech, mobility,
computer use and other related peripherals.
Cumulatively, these schemes and services supported our clients in meeting
their physiological and socioemotional needs, enhancing their quality of
life, independence, and income confidence.
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Community
Engagement &
Partnerships
Designed by Sock Teng, Bizlink Creative

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
& PARTNERSHIPS

Together with the strong support and trust from our invaluable partners,
we brought new experiences, opportunities and support to our
beneficiaries.
Bizlink Centre collaborated with Institutes of Higher Learning (IHLs) in
different projects and initiatives. One example is the virtual engagement of
starringSMU with our beneficiaries at the Day Activity Centre.
In our efforts to support our beneficiaries in broadening their skills sets, we
collaborated with community partners, corporate partners, training
partners and skills-based volunteers to equip our beneficiaries with second
skills. Our beneficiaries benefitted from skills training experiences ranging
from craft, fashion design, graphic design, to dance and music.
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Skills-Based Volunteers also provided valuable industry insights to refresh
our strategies at our social enterprises, enhancing our programmes and
building our core corporate competencies in areas such as IT.
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We celebrated our 35th Anniversary with a Charity Night in hybrid style.
We also celebrated with gratitude the partnerships, collaborations and
support from our partners, volunteers and donors. Our 35th Anniversary
celebrations continued with our Online Charity Concert. These two events
showcased the varied talents of our beneficiaries via the performances and
the craft items specially designed to commemorate our 35 years of serving
the community
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AWARDS
Silver Ribbon Mental Health Award by Silver Ribbon Singapore 2021

BIZLINK
CHARITABLE GRANT
Job Trials/Second-skilling
26.3%

Transport
26.3%

Meals
47.3%
Distribution based on unique client count

Through the disbursement of Bizlink’s Charitable Grant, some of our clients
were assisted with transportation subsidies, job trial allowance, meal funds
and other expenses to supplement their daily needs. In FY2021, we have
1,018 recipients of the charitable grant (based on client count who has
received multiple subsidy and support).
With funds raised, we continued on our journey to equip our clients with
second skills. Our clients get the opportunity to not only train in vocational
skills related to the roles they are engaged in at our social enterprises, but
also in skills relating to their interests in designing, craft-making, art and
music. Our clients at the Day Activity Centre and Sheltered Workshop
Programme also have exposure to programmes such as visual arts,
performing arts, and craft-making.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST &
DISCLOSURE POLICY

Board members are required to make an annual declaration of personal
interest in corporations or organisations where he/she is a director, partner,
office bearer or significant shareholder. If he/she does not have any such
interest, he/she should nonetheless still make the declaration, indicating a
'Nil' entry in both sections of the form.

MANAGEMENT
Management staff are required to make an annual declaration on personal
interest in corporations or organisations where he/she is a director, partner,
office bearer or significant shareholder. If he/she does not have any such
interest, he/she should nonetheless still make the declaration, indicating a
"Nil" entry in both sections of the form.

INTERESTED PARTIES TRANSACTIONS
Board members and staff who have direct personal interest in business
transactions or contracts that Bizlink Centre is entering into shall declare
their interest out-front and abstain from decision making with regards to
the transaction or contract. Such transactions with interested parties may
be undertaken only if the interested parties are excluded from the
approval of such transactions.

RESERVES POLICY
The term "Reserves" refers to Bizlink's general funds for the operations of
our programmes. It does not include restricted funds. Bizlink sets its
reserves policy to cover operating expenditures for 12 months. The absolute
figure is based on the previous year's audited operating expenditure.
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SALARY BAND

Annual Remuneration of the three highest paid staff who each receive
remuneration exceeding $100,000.00.
No. of Staff

Annual
Remuneration

FY2021

FY2020

Below $100,000

1

1

$100,001 to $200,000

3

2
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CODE OF
GOVERNANCE

CODE OF GOVERNANCE EVALUATION CHECKLIST
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2020
S/No.

Code Guideline

Code
ID

Response

Explanation
(if Code
guideline is
not
complied
with)

BOARD GOVERNANCE
1

Induction and orientation are provided to
incoming governing board members upon
joining the Board.

1.1.2

Are there governing board members
holding staff appointments? (skip items 2
and 3 if “No”)

Complied

No

2

Staff does not chair the Board and does
not comprise more than one third of the
Board.

1.1.3

N/A

3

There are written job descriptions for the
staff’s executive functions and operational
duties, which are distinct from the staff’s
Board role.

1.1.5

N/A

4

The Treasurer of the charity (or any person
holding an equivalent position in the
charity, e.g. Finance Committee Chairman
or a governing board member responsible
for overseeing the finances of the charity)
can only serve a maximum of 4 consecutive
years.
If the charity has not appointed any
governing board member to oversee its
finances, it will be presumed that the
Chairman oversees the finances of the
charity.

1.1.7

Complied
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5

6

All governing board members must
submit themselves for re-nomination and
re-appointment, at least once every 3
years.
The Board conducts self evaluation to
assess its performance and effectiveness
once during its term or every 3 years,
whichever is shorter.

1.1.8

Complied

1.1.12

Complied

Is there any governing board member who
has served for more than 10 consecutive
years? (skip item 7 if “No”)

No

7

The charity discloses in its annual report
the reasons for retaining the governing
board member who has served for more
than 10 consecutive years.

1.1.13

8

There are documented terms of reference
for the Board and each of its committees.

1.2.1

N/A

Complied

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

9

There are documented procedures for
governing board members and staff to
declare actual or potential conflicts of
interest to the Board at the earliest
opportunity.

2.1

Complied

10

Governing board members do not vote or
participate in decision making on matters
where they have a conflict of interest.

2.4

Complied

STRATEGIC PLANNING

11

The Board periodically reviews and
approves the strategic plan for the charity
to ensure that the charity’s activities are in
line with the charity’s objectives.

3.2.2

42
Complied

2

HUMAN RESOURCE AND VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
12

The Board approves documented human
resource policies for staff.

5.1

Complied

13

There is a documented Code of Conduct
for governing board members, staff and
volunteers (where applicable) which is
approved by the Board.

5.3

Complied

5.5

Complied

14

There are processes for regular supervision,
appraisal and professional development of
staff.
Are there volunteers serving in the
charity? (skip item 15 if “No”)

15

There are volunteer management policies
in place for volunteers.

Yes

5.7

Complied

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROLS

16

There is a documented policy to seek the
Board’s approval for any loans,
donations, grants or financial assistance
provided by the charity which are not part
of the charity’s core charitable
programmes.

6.1.1

Complied

17

The Board ensures that internal controls
for financial matters in key areas are in
place with documented procedures.

6.1.2

Complied

18

The Board ensures that reviews on the
charity’s internal controls, processes, key
programmes and events are regularly
conducted.

6.1.3

Complied

The Board ensures that there is a process
to identify, and regularly monitor and
review the charity’s key risks.

6.1.4

19

43
Complied

20

The Board approves an annual budget
for the charity’s plans and regularly
monitors the charity’s expenditure.

6.2.1

Complied

Does the charity invest its reserves (e.g. in
fixed deposits)? (skip item 21 if “No”)

21

The charity has a documented
investment policy approved by the Board.

Yes

6.4.3

Complied

FUNDRAISING PRACTICES
Did the charity receive cash donations
(solicited or unsolicited) during the
financial year? (skip item 22 if “No”)

22

All collections received (solicited or
unsolicited) are properly accounted for
and promptly deposited by the charity.

Yes

7.2.2

Did the charity receive donations in kind
during the financial year? (skip item 23 if
“No”)

23

All donations in kind received are
properly recorded and accounted for by
the charity.

Complied

Yes

7.2.3

Complied

DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY

24

The charity discloses in its annual report
—
(a) the number of Board meetings in the
financial year; and

8.2

Complied

(b) the attendance of every governing
board member at those meetings.
Are governing board members
remunerated for their services to the
Board? (skip items 25 and 26 if “No”)

25

No governing board member is involved
in setting his own remuneration.

No

2.2

44

26

27

The charity discloses the exact
remuneration and benefits received by
each governing board member in its
annual report.
OR
The charity discloses that no governing
board member is remunerated.
No staff is involved in setting his own
remuneration.

8.3

2.2

Complied

8.4

Complied

8.5

Complied

The charity discloses in its annual report
—
(a) the total annual remuneration for
each of its 3 highest paid staff who each
has received remuneration (including
remuneration received from the charity’s
subsidiaries) exceeding $100,000 during
the financial year; and
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(b) whether any of the 3 highest paid
staff also serves as a governing board
member of the charity.
The information relating to the
remuneration of the staff must be
presented in bands of $100,000.
OR
The charity discloses that none of its paid
staff receives more than $100,000 each in
annual remuneration.
The charity discloses the number of paid
staff who satisfies all of the following
criteria:
3
(a) the staff is a close member of the family
4
belonging to the Executive Head or a
governing board member of the charity;
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(b) the staff has received remuneration
exceeding $50,000 during the financial
year.
The information relating to the
remuneration of the staff must be
presented in bands of $100,000.
OR
The charity discloses that there is no paid
staff, being a close member of the family
belonging to the Executive Head or a
governing board member of the charity,
who has received remuneration exceeding
$50,000 during the financial year.
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The charity has a documented
communication policy on the release of
information about the charity and its
activities across all media platforms.

9.2

Complied

Notes:
1

2
3

Staff: Paid or unpaid individual who is involved in the day to day operations of the charity, e.g. an
Executive Director or administrative personnel.
Volunteer: A person who willingly serves the charity without expectation of any remuneration.
Close member of the family: A family member belonging to the Executive Head or a governing
board member of a charity —
(a) who may be expected to influence the Executive Head’s or governing board member’s (as the
case may be) dealings with the charity; or
(b) who may be influenced by the Executive Head or governing board member (as the case may
be) in the family member’s dealings with the charity.
A close member of the family may include the following:
(a) the child or spouse of the Executive Head or governing board member;
(b) the stepchild of the Executive Head or governing board member;
(c) the dependant of the Executive Head or governing board member.
(d) the dependant of the Executive Head’s or governing board member’s spouse.

4

Executive Head: The most senior staff member in charge of the charity’s staff."
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Our Sponsors,
Donors & Supporters

Designed by Jane Ou. Bizlink Creative

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
SPONSORS, DONORS &
VOLUNTEERS
Alliance Chemicals Pte Ltd
Amici Events & Catering
Asia Bridge
Awe Brass
Bizlink Team 5Ive
Caring Skin
Cedar Investment Management Pte Ltd
Cisco Systems (USA) Pte Ltd
ComfortDelgro Corporation Limited
Cook Medical South East Asia Pte Ltd
EY Singapore
FAF-Flying Transportation (S) Pte Ltd
Family Medicare Clinic & Surgery
Fumich Interior Design Pte Ltd
Hip & Knee Orthopaedics Pte Ltd
Leomatic Services Pte Ltd
Nican Electro System
Ntuc Fairprice Foundation
Raffles Institution Cohort of '77/'79
Rajah And Tan (The Community
Foundation Of Singapore)
Reproducer Pte Ltd
Sg Cares Volunteer Centre@Bedok
Singapore Hokkien Huay Kuan Academy
Singapore School Transport Association
Something Simple
The Entre Club Pte Ltd
V.I.B (Very Inclusive Band) By Faith Music
Centre
Venus Beauty Pte Ltd
Watch Water(S) Pte Ltd
Xysoft Pte Ltd

Abigail Chay
Adeline
Alan Neo Keng Beng
Alicia Lim
Alicia Lim Lee Hwee
Alyxcia
Amidah Bte Uk Ar
Amurdalingam Durairajoo Rajoo
Ananya Ravichandran
Ang Chee Seng Keith
Ang Kim Guan
Ang Li Chen
Ang Li May
Ang Yb
Annie Lim Vic
Ansh
Anthony Stephen Puckett
Arnica Bambha
Bahl Seema
Blancaflor Roselle Victoriano
Cacho Asher Gad Pagaduan
Candice Chan Jing Harn
Chai Wee Seong
Chan Kah Guan
Chan Kia Ying
Chan Kok Wah
Chan Kok Wah David
Chan Yi Mui Fionie
Chan Yi Who
Chee Siok Lan
Chee Yew Kee Ivan
Chen Zhenfeng
Cheng Min Yi
Cheong Kah Mun
Cheong Kah Mun
Cheong May Lee
Cheong Yen Sia
Chew Chee Seng
Chew Keng Wah
Chew Siew Choo
Chew Wai Cheong Eugene
Chiew Shung Hon Jeffrey
Chong Kok Wee
Choo Wei Yee Frederick
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
SPONSORS, DONORS &
VOLUNTEERS
Chou Wen Yu
Chow Wai Leng
Christine Sim (Yap Kiat Choo)
Christopher Chuah
Chua Ai Kiang
Chua Bee Tin
Chua Chwee Hong
Chua Hui Zi
Chua Joo Siong Richard
Chua Kee Peow
Chua Wei Min
Cindy Lim
Croos Dabrera
Cynthia Chia Sann Roo
Danny Lim
David Puvaney
De Costa Jacq Claire
Deepika Sharma
Don Macapinlac
Dr Goh Chor Boon
Dsouza Selina Anne
Edna Chua
Elvis Sio
Eugene Lim
Ezekeil Hillary
Fauziah Bte Md Ali
Florence Yeo Soh Hwee
Foo Lee Fong Foo
Fung Sheong Yue
Gabriel Tan
Gandhi Manpreet
Ginger Neo Tong
Gnana
Goh Eng Yew Goh
Goh Khoon Seng
Heman Tan
Heng Meng Hee
Heng Meng Yong
Heng Meng Yonh
Ho Jin Ming

Hong Junjie
Iman
Indah Hastuty Jalani
Jane Ou
Jarod Ong
Jelyn Cheo Zhi-Yun
Jemaine Cheo Jia-Yun
Jeremiah Su
Jo Joson
Joanne Phyllicia
Joy Lim En Hui
Joy Morales Tanael
Julian
Jumani Bin Sengari
Justyn Chin
Jyothi Tiwari
Kathy Lee
Khong Lai Kie
Kittichai Chuthaprutikorn
Koh Al
Koh Tat Suan
Koh Wei Howe
Kuet Ling Ling
Kulvinder Singh Bajaj
Kush Yogesh Kumar Madia
Lai Kwok Peng
Lau Kai Cheong
Lean Hoon Chew
Lee Eugene
Lee Ho Wah
Lee Hwee Seng Francis
Lee Kai Ling Kathy
Lee Kheng Hock
Lee Kun Jie
Lee Mun Peng Lee
Lee Sio Pei
Lee Soon Hin
Lee Sze Kei
Lee Wan Fen
Lee Wee Hwa
Lee Wern-Chian, Joshua
Leon Lim
Leong Cheng Mun
Leong Fong Yi

Leong Fook Choh Benedict
Leong Kok Mun Dennis
Leong See Odd
Leow Aik Jiang
Liam Kok Chye
Liew Fei Lan
Lim Bee Lin
Lim Chee Kham Anthony
Lim Chin Lim
Lim Han Kiat
Lim Hwee Li
Lim Kwang Hui
Lim Li Lian
Lim Si Jia
Lim Teck Chai
Lim Wei Jun
Lin Kaishi Doris
Lindy Lim
Liu Erni
Loh Kuah Hua
Loh Oo Seng Steven
Loi Chang June Cj
Loke Chee Choong Vincent
Long Lai Ching
Loo Kit Foong
Low Jee Chye
Low Mei Kuan
Lydia Goh
Lye Hou Fai Lye
Ma Jiaying
Mah Seng Thong Andrew
Makhong Pichayanan
Manivannen S/O Samikannu Mani
Mariam Bte Raffik
Marim Binte Raffik
Mel
Michael Moey Chin Woon Mike
Michelle Goh
Mohamed Tahir
Moi Mei Kuen
Mok Cher Hwee
N Prebhash Chandra
N Sreenivasan
Nadiah Binte Abdul K
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
SPONSORS, DONORS &
VOLUNTEERS
Neo Anna
Ng Kian Hong Lilian
Ng Lai Hong
Ng Lee Cheng Ng
Ng Liang Choon
Ng Nor Kee Molly
Ng Say Tiong Ng
Ng Siow Leng
Ng Xin Ying
Ng Yan Jia
Nurhanis
Nurin Batrisyia
Pang Kok Hoe Shawn Pang
Patrick Yap
Peng Siang Kwar
Priya Asthana
Quan Tuck Heng
Quek Bin Huey
Ramli Kassim
Randy Toh Chun How
Rasul Fathima Ahamad
Raymond Tan
Rohit Mittal
S.V.Padmanabhan
Saradamani
Seah Chee Hwee
Seah Hui Yin
Seah Kian Peng
Seow Sea Kiang Terence
Setin Subramanian Dilip Babu
Shafawati Binte Mohamad Subhi
Sharifah Shahirah
Sheng Jia Min
Sherry Cao
Shilpa Nimesh Kedia
Shivendra Rai
Siaw Yong Chai

Siti Aisha
Sitoh Tuck Meng
Soh Jim Lock Ronnie
Srinivasan Venkita
Stephanie Ho
Sudheer Prabhakaran Sudheer
Sum Fong Mei
Sureash Balan Suresh
Szeto Shiok Yearn
Tai Boon Leong
Tan Ah Tee Eddie
Tan Beng Hiong
Tan Eng Chye
Tan Fong Wen
Tan Hee Teik
Tan Huey Min
Tan Kok Boon
Tan Leong Hoon Simon
Tan Liling
Tan Pei Chern
Tan Seak Sze
Tan Sek Wah
Tan Shirley
Tan Si Rong
Tan Siok Peng
Tan Soo Hwee
Tan Soon Yong
Tan Tam Mei
Tan Wee Hiang
Tan Wei Jin Benson
Tan Yew Lee Kevin
Tan Zhao Rong
Taw Swee Ling
Tay Pu Zhong
Tay Soo How
Tay Tiang Guan
Teng Shu Min
Teng Yong Wei Benjamin
Teo Gek Choo
Teo Kim Meng
Teo Kim Mong
Teo Mon Kean
Teo Siew Poh
Teo Tian Hock

Tham Wai Fong
Tim Yeo
Timothy Chan Soon Thim
Tnia Hee Koh
Toh Kah How Benjamin
Tridiana Ong
Unice Teo Kim Wah
Vanessa Ong
Victor Fan
Vijayarengan Maheantharan
Wee Pat Ling Pat
Wee Siew Bock Wee
Wee Way Kiat
Wong Ai Ling
Wong Chee Hann
Wong Corina
Wong Keng Wong
Wong Kit May Lydia
Wong Siew Peng
Wong Tuck Ming
Wong Wei Keong
Wong Yuet Chen Michael
Xie Zixian Albert
Yam Who Hee
Yap Chie Seng
Yap Kheng Wah Raymond
Yap Kok Kin
Yap PheckYenn
Yap Qin Ci
Yau Tian Soon Yau
Yeo Cheo Lian
Yeo Guat Yean
Yeo Zhen Kian
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